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Silicosis: An ancient disease in need of a dose of modern medicine
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Despite rates of silicosis remaining unacceptably high in
developing countries, for several decades those of us
who work in high-income countries have generally con-
sidered silicosis a disease of historical interest and rarely
of clinical concern.1 In contrast to other fibrotic lung dis-
eases, and common lung diseases such as asthma, there
has been little use of modern research techniques to
understand this ancient disease or identify new thera-
peutic options. As silicosis now re-emerges in many
countries including Australia, the consequences of this
complacency are hitting home.
There is an emerging epidemic of silicosis within the

stone benchtop industry.2 This is occurring primarily due
to the failure to recognize and control the risk associated
with use of high-silica content artificial stone material. Arti-
ficial stone typically has a crystalline silica content of over
90%.3 Not surprisingly, the cutting and polishing of this
material without dust control measures has been demon-
strated to generate extremely high levels of respirable silica
dust.4 Following the report of sentinel cases, state govern-
ments in some jurisdictions of Australia have commenced
proactive screening programmes.3,5 An early report from
the programme in Queensland noted a diagnosis of silico-
sis in 98 out of approximately 400 workers who had com-
pleted the evaluation process.5 Artificial stone is
exceedingly popular in modern kitchen design around the
world. This is reflected in the increasing frequency of
reports of artificial stone-associated silicosis internation-
ally.2 As described in a recent publication in Respirology,
China has become themost recent country to join the list.6

Although currently published data are limited, lung
disease associated with dust from artificial stone appears
to be more severe and progressive than silicosis associ-
ated with traditional sources of silica exposure. In this
issue of Respirology, a group of investigators from Beijing
led by Wu present the first study to systematically com-
pare outcomes between workers who have contracted
silicosis from exposure to natural versus artificial stone.6

The workers exposed to natural stone typically were
miners and quarriers, whereas the artificial stone
workers were involved in the production and installation
of benchtops. Although the cohorts were of relatively
small size (63 and 18, respectively), and as the authors
acknowledge, the results were likely influenced by sev-
eral unavoidable sources of bias, there are nevertheless
clear and chilling messages which come from the data.
As has now been described in multiple jurisdictions
around the world,7–10 artificial stone-related silicosis is
presenting and progressing very differently from natural
stone-associated silicosis. These workers are developing
disease with very short latencies of just a few years in
some cases and a median of 6 years in the entire cohort.

They are presenting with upper zone centrilobular
ground-glass opacification that rapidly progresses into
focal fibrosis and then progressive massive fibrosis with
conglomerates of fibrosis and upper zone volume loss.
The rate of progression of artificial stone-associated

silicosis is alarming. In Wu et al.’s study, the workers
experienced an average forced vital capacity decline of
137 mL/year,6 worse than that experienced by patients
with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis in the anti-fibrotic
era.11 However, there was significant variation within
the cohort, with four workers with progressive disease
and lung function follow-up experiencing an average
annual decline of 587 mL, and nine more with such
severe disease that they were unable to complete
follow-up lung function testing. Transplant-free survival
was low even over this short follow-up period.6

As more and more young workers are diagnosed
with silicosis, it is becoming increasingly clear that we
have a limited understanding of this ancient disease.
Apart from lung transplantation, there has been little
progress made to investigate treatment options. The
structured pathway from drug discovery to approval,
and to a lesser extent devices and surgical procedures,
is stacked heavily in favour of patients with common
diseases. For patients with uncommon or ‘orphan’ dis-
eases, drug development is challenging as often no pre-
vious studies exist, patient populations are small and
heterogeneous, natural history may be unknown and
disease progression may be too slow for randomized
trials to be feasible and cost-effective. Furthermore, the
small size of the ‘market’ limits the interest of pharma.
Although the task is daunting, we now have better

tools at our disposal. Regulators such as the United States
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have recognized
the barriers to the development of treatments for those
with less common diseases. The FDA has responded with
the accelerated approval pathway where biomarkers can,
to some extent, substitute for clinical endpoints for dis-
eases where such endpoints are impractical.12 Biomedical
science has also advanced considerably so that a funda-
mental understanding of disease pathogenesis at the cel-
lular and molecular level is now possible, facilitating just
such an approach to drug discovery.
Again in Respirology, and again from China, we see

an example of how this new approach could be initi-
ated. Chu et al. screened workers with silicosis and
well-matched exposed but unaffected controls for dif-
ferentially expressed micro-RNA (miRNA) in peripheral
blood lymphocytes.13 miRNA are known to be key regu-
lators of gene transcription which fine tune intracellu-
lar mRNA and subsequent protein production. In an
impressive sequence of derivation and validation
cohorts, Chu et al. identified reduced miRNA-4508 in
workers with silicosis, in line with previous work in
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scleroderma-related interstitial lung disease.14 Although
currently the function of miRNA-4508 is unknown,
reduced levels would appear to be strongly associated
with lung fibrosis. Unravelling the molecular and cellu-
lar functions controlled by miRNA-4508 could lead to
drug discovery or drug repurposing with a ready-made
biomarker to employ as a surrogate endpoint.
No matter where in the world it occurs, it is unaccept-

able in modern times that any worker should contract sili-
cosis. Workers who have developed lung disease due to
failings of the regulatory systems that should have protec-
ted them deserve care at the highest possible level. We
must urgently invest intellectual and financial resources
to make up for the lost time in finding meaningful treat-
ment options for workers affected by this ancient disease.
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